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Congratulations on your engagement,

and thank you for your interest in my

wedding photography! One of my

favorite parts of this process is meeting

you for the first time, hearing your

story, and getting to know why you

chose each other. This is such a happy

journey for both of you and the

excitement you feel as you begin the

adventure is why I love my job so much. 

Weddings are about far more than this

one day in time. They’re about life and

love colliding in an infinite starburst of

possibilities, sending you off into the

next phase of the legacy you're creating.

My job is to make images that show your

authentic humanity; the wonderful and

weird moments that make up your story,

the love that brings your people

together, and the life that we all share.  

My goal is to capture life as truthfully

and as beautifully as I can. Let’s do it

together!

hello!

xo Lisa



you should hire me!
It's important to choose a photographer whose work

you love, and who you will feel comfortable spending

time with. I bring high-quality professionalism to

your photography,  and I do it with warmth, sincerity,

humor, and authenticity. I can be quietly unobtrusive

(past clients have called me a “photo ninja”) so that I

can capture natural interactions, and I can be

charmingly efficient when it’s time to round up the

troops for family photos.  I know how to pin a

boutonniére and bustle a dress. I always carry stain

remover, safety pins, and mints. I have the skills to

work with existing light and can make the most of

dark churches and reception halls. I will never, EVER,

ask you to “say cheese.” Most importantly,  I know how

to find the sweet  and subtle moments in between —

in between the walk down the aisle, the exchange of

rings, the first kiss. There are so many vignettes that

make up a wedding, and having the right

photographer there to capture those amazing,

unscripted, totally authentic moments will make all

the difference in how your story is told; the result is a

genuine narrative of your day.



Many photographers limit the number of hours that

they will spend at your wedding. While I do agree that

there are natural starting and stopping points, I don’t

ever want my couples to feel like they’re on the clock.

Full-day coverage is offered in my two top packages,

and it means that I will arrive when you need me to,

and I will depart when you are finished with all of your

photographable moments. 

No overtime charges, no worries that I’ll miss your fancy

exit. It’s your wedding day, and I’m on your team. If,

after all that, you still can’t get enough of me, I can be

hired to provide coverage for your rehearsal dinner,

your day-after brunch, even your bridal shower. Those

events will cost extra, but what fun to have photos of the

whole experience!

wedding coverage



col lect ions

LOVE LUXE  $8000
full day coverage by two photographers

engagement session
digital proofs of engagement and wedding files

custom 40-page album

EVERYBODY'S FAVORITE $7200

THE ESSENTIALS  $6200
7 hours of coverage 
engagement session 

digital proofs of wedding files
$250 studio credit

SWEET & SIMPLE $4400
5 hours of coverage

all files and prints priced a la carte

*included in all packages:
online proofing gallery for 12 months

 
MINI COLLECTION: $2500

Up to three hours of continuous coverage by one photographer
Digital proofs of files

$200 print credit
 

Additional hours: $350 per hour
Additional photographer: $500

full day coverage by two photographers
engagement session

digital proofs of engagement and wedding files
custom 24-page album
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We like a candid style, but can we
also include some formal
portraits? 
Of course! We will schedule time during

the day of the wedding to make sure that all

of the photographs you want are completed.

What is required to book you?
I’ll need a $500 non-refundable retainer to

reserve your wedding date. The remainder

of your balance is due no fewer than 14

days before your event.

How long will it take to get my
photos/album?
I typically have your gallery ready for you

about six weeks after your wedding. Once

you’ve chosen your favorite images and

signed off on the design, your album

should be ready in about four weeks. 

How many photos will we get?
Depending on the length of your day, I

deliver anywhere from 600-1200 edited

proofs.

Do you photoshop our images?
I am happy to do minor Photoshop editing,

at my discretion, to remove blemishes or

spots. I do not do any heavy retouching or

liquification, as I believe that we are all

beautiful just as we are! 

Can I post our photos on social
media?
Of course! I want you to show them off! I

will provide you with web-resolution

watermarked images for your profile

photos, etc. I only ask that you include a

photo credit.

frequently 
asked 
questions



LISA GILBERT PHOTOGRAPHY
So I love you, because I know no other way than this....

— Pablo Neruda

Cheerfully serving Boston, the South Shore, Cape Cod and the Islands, Newport, 

and anywhere else you might like to be! 

 
www.lisagilbertphotography.com

Cohasset, MA | 617-538-4926


